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Abstract

A new aligned metric-based anisotropic mesh generation procedure is presented. The approach uses an advancing-point type point
placement that aligns the elements with the underlying metric field. It is based on well-proven methodology combined with new
novel point-placement strategies that are aligned with an underlying metric field. This simple strategy produces solution-adapted
anisotropic meshes that are optimal in size and alignment with the solution gradients upon which the metric field is based. The
overall methodology is implemented in a 2D process that is fully extendable to 3D. Results for several analytical and actual CFD
simulation examples are presented that demonstrate that aligned high-quality anisotropic meshes that are optimal for the solution
process can be reliably generated.
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1. Introduction

The benefits and fundamental concepts of metric-based mesh adaptation for dealing with anisotropic physical
phenomena are well established [16]. Several successful examples [3–5] with real-life problems have proven its
ability to efficiently improve the ratio between solution accuracy and the number of degrees of freedom. This success
has been based on the following key points:

• Efficient adaptive anisotropic mesh generator that can handle extreme anisotropy
• Accurate metric-based anisotropic error estimates: feature-based or adjoint-based
• Appropriate operator on metrics: interpolation, intersection and gradation
• Accurate solution transfer for transient problems

There are several solver and meshing tools that utilize a solution adaptive metric-based concept. Some examples in 3D
include Epic, Feflo.a, Forge3d, Fun3d, Gamanic3d, MAdLib, MeshAdap, Mmg3d, Mom3d, Tango, and AdapLibrary
[4,7,8,11–13,18,22]. It is worth mentioning that many of these codes include adaptive remeshers based on local
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mesh modifications and others are mesh generation codes using Delaunay kernels or related approaches. Existing
approaches assume that mesh quality and edge length sufficiency are fully satisfied if true in metric space. However,
element shape and alignment with the metric field also impacts accuracy and efficiency of the solution process. In
addition, during mesh generation without alignment, a local loss of anisotropy can occur when an element is generated
that is not aligned (as an ideal equilateral element in metric space can vary in shape from isotropic to highly anisotropic
as it is rotated). There is a need to investigate approaches that can provide improvement in this aspect and the present
work seeks to do that.

The approach used in this work is based on an existing advancing-front method with local-reconnection/edge,face-
swapping for mesh connectivity optimization [19–21], which is known to generate very-high quality unstructured
meshes as compared to Delaunay type approaches. A new extension of this methodology to metric-based anisotropic
mesh generation wherein the advancing-front type point placement is modified to satisfy a metric space definition is
used in our approach. All geometric operations are performed in metric space with a consistent operational framework
as defined in [16].

In addition a novel point placement algorithm has been developed to align the mesh elements with the solution
based metric field. When new points are created using the advancing-front point placement they are by default
aligned in physical space with the edge (or face in 3D) that locally represents the front. In metric space the ideal point
placement is chosen to form triangular or tetrahedral elements that are ideal in metric space and aligned in physical
space. In our approach the alignment is performed with the local metric field, rather than solely with the frontal edge
(or face). Further improvements can be obtained if we consider local topology. Using right-angle type advancing-
point point placement [19], pseudo-structured type element topology is produced locally that can be fully aligned
with the solution gradients by the metric field. With right-angle type placement two-points are created from the edge
(or three-points from the face in 3D) that locally represents the front. Alignment with the metric produces elements
that are naturally ideal with respect to the metric field and also pseudo-structured in the case of right-angle point
placement. Results with our initial work in 2D are presented for analytical and actual cases along with a discussion
on the natural extension to 3D.

2. Metric-based mesh generation

This section recalls the main concepts of metric-based anisotropic adapted mesh generation. Here the discussion
is largely focused on 2D aspects used in the present work. A similar discussion focussed on 3D is presented in [20].

2.1. Basics of metric

An Euclidean metric space (R2,M) is a vector space of finite dimension where the dot product is defined by a
symmetric definite positive tensorM, called metric tensor:

u ·M v = 〈u, v〉M = 〈u,Mv〉 = tuM v , for (u, v) ∈ R2 × R2 . (1)

The dot product defined byM makes R2 become a vector space supplied by norm and distance. In these spaces, the
length `M of a segment ab is given by the distance between its extremities:

`M(ab) = dM(a,b) = ‖ab‖M. (2)

As metric tensor is symmetric, it is thus diagonalizable: M = tRΛR , where R is an orthonormal matrix the lines of
which are composed of the eigenvectors (vi)i=1,2 ofM verifying tRR = RtR = I2. Λ = diag(λi) is a diagonal matrix
composed of the eigenvalues of M, denoted (λi)i=1,2, which are strictly positive. From the previous definition, we

deduce that application Λ
1
2 R where Λ

1
2 = diag(λ

1
2
i ) defines the mapping from the physical space (R2,I2), where I2

is the identity matrix, to the Euclidean metric space (R2,M). We trivially recover: u ·M v = t
((

Λ
1
2 R

)
u
)
·
((

Λ
1
2 R

)
v
)

=
tuMv . We are then able to deduce the expression of the 2D cross product, area and angle with respect toM:

u ×M v =
√

detM (u × v) , |K|M =
1
2
‖u ×M v‖ =

√
detM|K|I2 and cos(θM) =

〈u, v〉M
‖u‖M‖v‖M

,
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where |K|I2 is the Euclidean area of triangle K and, u and v are two non-zero vectors.

We will often refer to the geometric interpretation of a metric tensor. The set of points that are at distance 1 of a
point a is given by BM =

{
x |

√
t(x − a)M (x − a) = 1

}
. It defines an ellipse centered at a with its axes aligned with

the eigen directions ofM. Sizes along these directions are given by hi = λ
− 1

2
i . This ellipse depicted in Figure 1 (left).

Notice that application Λ
1
2 R maps BM from physical space into the unit ball in the metric space and, conversely,

application tRΛ−
1
2 maps the unit ball into BM, see Figure 1 (right).
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Fig. 1. Left, geometric interpretation of the unit ball BM where vi are the eigenvectors of M and λi = h−2
i are the eigenvalues of M. Right,

mappings between physical space (R2,I2) and Euclidean metric space (R2,M).

In the context of mesh adaptation, the metric field is varying throughout the domain. We then work in a Rieman-
nian metric space defined by M = (M(x))x∈Ω. In that specific case, there is no global notion of scalar product.
However, the notions of length and area defined for Euclidean metric spaces can be extended to Riemannian metric
spaces which will be the main operations performed by the mesh generator. To take into account the variation of
the metric along the edge, the edge length is evaluated with an integral formula. For a Riemannian metric space
M = (M(x))x∈Ω, the length of edge ab is computed using the line parameterization γ(t) = a + t ab, where t ∈ [0, 1]:

`M(ab) =

∫ 1

0
‖γ′(t)‖M dt =

∫ 1

0

√
tabM(a + t ab) ab dt , (3)

and, given a bounded subset K of Ω, the area of K computed with respect to (M(x))x∈Ω is:

|K|M =

∫
K

√
detM(x) dx . (4)

2.2. Metric-based mesh generation

The main idea of metric-based mesh adaptation, initially introduced in [10], is to generate a unit mesh in a pre-
scribed Riemannian metric space. A triangle K, defined by its list of edges (ei)i=1..3, is a unit element with respect to
a metric tensorM if the length of all its edges is unit in metricM:

∀i = 1, ..., 3, `M(ei) = 1 with `M(ei) =
√

teiM ei.

If all edges of K are of unit length, then its area |K|M inM is constant equal to:

|K|M =

√
3

4
and |K|I2 =

√
3

4
(det(M))−

1
2 .

The notion of unit mesh is far more complicated than the notion of unit element as the existence of a mesh composed
only of unit regular simplices with respect to a given Riemannian metric space is not guaranteed. Therefore, the notion
of unit mesh has to be relaxed. A discrete mesh H of a domain Ω ⊂ Rn is a unit mesh with respect to Riemannian
metric space (M(x))x∈Ω if all its elements are quasi-unit. The definition of unity for an element is relaxed by taking
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into account technical constraints imposed by mesh generators. For instance, to avoid cycling while analyzing edges
lengths in a local remesher, a triangle K defined by its list of edges (ei)i=1...3 is said to be quasi-unit if, ∀i, `M(ei) ∈
[ 1
√

2
,
√

2]. Consequently, the generated mesh is uniform and isotropic in the Riemannian metric space while it is
adapted and anisotropic in the Euclidean space. This idea has turned out to be a huge breakthrough in the generation
of anisotropic adapted meshes.

2.3. Practical use of metrics

The main advantage when working with metric spaces is the well-posedness of operations on metric tensors which
enable us to manage directional sizes.

2.3.1. Metric Interpolation
In practice, the Riemannian metric space or metric field is only known discretely at mesh vertices. The defini-

tion of an interpolation procedure on metrics is therefore mandatory to be able to compute the metric at any point
of the domain. We consider the log-Euclidean framework introduced in [6]. We first define the notion of met-
ric logarithm and exponential: ln(M) := tR ln(Λ)R and exp(M) := tR exp(Λ)R , where ln(Λ) = diag(ln(λi)) and
exp(Λ) = diag(exp(λi)). We then define the logarithmic addition ⊕ and the logarithmic scalar multiplication �:

M1 ⊕M2 := exp (ln(M1) + ln(M2)) and α �M := exp (α. ln(M)) =Mα .

The space of metric tensors, supplied with the logarithmic addition ⊕ and the logarithmic scalar multiplication �
is a vector space. We can now easily define the metric interpolation in the log-Euclidean framework. Let (xi)i=1...k
be a set of vertices and (M(xi))i=1...k their associated metrics. Then, for a point x of the domain such that: x =∑k

i=1 αi.xi with
∑k

i=1 αi = 1, the interpolated metric is defined by:

M(x) =

k⊕
i=1

αi �M(xi) = exp

 k∑
i=1

αi ln(M(xi))

 . (5)

This interpolation is commutative. Moreover, it has been demonstrated in [6] that this interpolation preserves the
maximum principle, i.e., for an edge pq with endpoints metrics M(p) and M(q) such that det(M(p)) < det(M(q))
then we have det(M(p)) < det(M(p + 1t pq)) < det(M(q)) for all t ∈ [0, 1].

2.3.2. Numerical computation of geometric quantities in Riemannian metric spaces
Approximation can be used to evaluate edge length in Riemannian metric space given by Relation (3). However,

an analytical expression can be obtained if we consider that the metric field conforms to a geometric variation law as
described above. Let e = p1p2 be an edge of the mesh of Euclidean length ‖e‖2, andM(p1) andM(p2) be the metrics
at the edge extremities p1 and p2. We denote by `Mi (e) =

√
teM(pi)e the length of the edge in metric M(pi). We

assume `M1 (e) > `M2 (e) and we set a =
`M1 (e)
`M2 (e)

. Considering a geometric interpolation law of the metric field, we

deduce [1]:

`M(e) = `M1 (e)
a − 1

a ln(a)
. (6)

The evaluation of a triangle area in a Riemannian metric space consists in computing numerically Integral (4).
Higher order approximation can be obtained by using Gaussian quadrature and metric interpolation based on the
Log-Euclidean framework. For faster area evaluation, a first order approximation is considered in this work:

|K|M =

∫
K

√
detMdx ≈

√
detMK |K|I3 where MK = exp

(1
3

3∑
i=1

log
(
Mpi

))
. (7)

and pi are the three vertices of triangle K.
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3. Advancing-Front with Local Reconnection Algorithm

The overall Advancing-Front with Local Reconnection (AFRL) mesh generation procedure used in the present
work is a combination of automatic point creation, advancing type ideal point placement, and connectivity optimiza-
tion schemes. A valid mesh is maintained throughout the mesh generation process. This provides a framework
for implementing efficient local search operations using a simple data structure. Points are generated using either
advancing-front type point placement for traditional equilateral type elements or advancing-point type point place-
ment for right angle elements (cf. Figure 4). The connectivity for new points is initially obtained by direct subdivision
of the elements that contain them. Connectivity is then optimized by local-reconnection/edge(face)-swapping with
a combined Delaunay/min-max type (minimize the maximum angle, maximize the edge weight, etc.) type criterion.
The overall procedure is applied repetitively until a complete field mesh is obtained. The basic steps in the procedure
are briefly outlined below and illustrated in Figure 2. More complete details and results are presented in [19,21].

1. Generate a valid initial triangulation of the boundary points only and recover all boundary edges (faces in 3D).
2. Assign a sizing function to each boundary point based on the local point spacing (edge lengths) or a background

metric field.
3. For traditional equilateral type elements, generate points using advancing-front type point placement. Points are

generated by advancing from the edge (face in 3D) of elements that only satisfy the local sizing function on one
edge (face).

4. For right angle type elements, generate points using advancing-point type point placement. Points are generated
by advancing as in the previous step, except multiple points are created by advancing along normals from the
two (three) points of the edge (face).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2. AFLR process. (a) resulting mesh after the boundary recovery phase. From (b) to (e), several steps of the point insertion coupled with
connectivity optimization where we can see the evolution of the front. (f) Final mesh after mesh quality optimization.
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5. Set the sizing function for new points from interpolation on the existing mesh or the background metric field.
6. Reject or average new points that are too close to other new points.
7. Insert the accepted new points by directly subdividing the elements that contain them. The resulting triangulation

is of very poor quality and will need to be improved.
8. Optimize the connectivity using local-reconnection (edge/face swapping). For each element pair, compare the

reconnection criterion for all possible configurations and reconnect using the most optimal one. Repeat this
local-reconnection process until no elements are reconnected. The only characteristic required of the starting
triangulation is that it be valid.

9. Repeat the point generation and local-reconnection process, described above, until no new points are generated.
10. Smooth the coordinates.
11. Optimize the connectivity using the local-reconnection process.

4. Aligned metric-based anisotropic mesh generation

4.1. Local remeshing quality issues

As stated in the introduction, local remeshing strategies [4,7,8,11–13,18,22] have been very successful in gener-
ating highly anisotropic adapted meshes mainly because they end-up to be very robust. Indeed, the main idea is to
modify an existing valid mesh to generate the desired adapted mesh. Therefore, any operations which may create an
invalid element is simply rejected. Usually, the local remeshing algorithm consists in analyzing the length of all the
mesh’s edges: edges that are to long are split into two and edges that are too short are collapsed. Then, the mesh
quality is optimized using local reconnection and vertex relocation. One can immediately see that the usual algorithm
cannot reach exactly a size of 1 for all edges and it cannot control explicitly control the point insertion location as this
depends on the analyzed edge. Moreover, it is very difficult to control the angle of the generated elements.

Figure 3 shows a fully unstructured anisotropic adapted mesh obtained with a well-establish remeshing method,
i.e., Yams [9]. The mesh globally fulfills the size and the orientation of the metric field and overall quality of the
elements is excellent in metric space. However, in physical space a majority of elements have obtuse angles and the
overall quality of the elements is poor. While such a mesh will produce good accuracy with typical solvers, the solver
efficiency and stability can be adversely impacted by the physical space quality. The issue of physical space quality
will be emphasized in Section 5. It is clear that the ideal situation would be to produce meshes that are optimal in both
physical and metric spaces. An advancing-front method combined with a proper choice of point placement strategy
and metric alignment is a good candidate to solve this issue.

Fig. 3. Anisotropic adapted mesh obtained with well-establish local remesher. The mesh globally fulfills the size and the orientation of the metric
field but locally a majority of elements have obtuse angle.
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4.2. Metric-based AFLR issues

The AFLR algorithm - given in Section 3 - can utilize a sizing function that can be defined by a simple isotropic
length scale based on local edge lengths or a anisotropic metric field. For anisotropic elements a generalized metric
approach is used. Modifications to the original algorithm for anisotropy are accomplished by using a functional
approach for calculation of all geometric properties such as dot products, cross products, reconnection criterion, etc.
Those modifications are described in Section 2.2 and in [20]. Moreover, a dynamic representation of the metric field is
needed during mesh generation. In the present work a metric field is generated from a previous solution and mesh. To
maintain the accuracy of the representation of the metric, the logarithm of the metric ln(M) is stored for each vertex
on the given background mesh. Each time, a point is inserted inside the mesh, it is localized in the background mesh
and its metric is interpolated according to Formula (5). The background mesh and metric field can also be represented
by an analytical function for testing purposes.

However, this leads to a mesh generation method equivalent to a local remeshing approach in resulting physical
space quality and doesn’t fully take advantage of using an advancing-front meshing strategy. This shape quality issue
is due to the non-alignment of the edges of the mesh with the metric field. This will be pointed out in Sections
4.3 and 5.1. The unmodified advancing-front approach is lacking an ability to align the elements generated with the
metric field. Modifications are required in order to fully control the point placement by adding alignment. This is the
purpose of the next section.

4.3. Study of point placement strategy in metric spaces

The basics of the two different point insertion strategies previously described in Section 3 and in [19,21] are
illustrated in Figure 4. The advancing-front type placement leads to generation of equilateral type elements. In
this case, each active edge e (the local front) proposes one point from the middle of the edge and in the orthogonal
direction at a distance ` =

√
3

2 `(e). The advancing-point type placement leads to generation of right angle type
elements from which quads can be created. In this case, each active edge e (the local front) proposes two points, one
for each vertex. These points are issued from each edge vertex and in the orthogonal direction at a distance ` = `(e).

Fig. 4. AFLR point placement strategies. Left, standard advancing-front type placement. Right, right-angle advancing-point type placement.

Now, we analyze the behavior of each strategy in the context of metric-based mesh generation depending whether
the front - the active edge - is or is not aligned with the metric direction, i.e., the metric eigenvector.

In the case of active edges not aligned with the metric direction, we notice for both methods that if the point
placement is not aligned with the metric eigenvectors, i.e., it is still done orthogonally to the active edge, this leads to
a loss of anisotropy and the creation of almost isotropic element in physical space while the element is unit in metric
space. On the contrary, if the metric eigenvector direction is used to propose the point then anisotropy is preserved,
see Figure 5 (middle left vs. far left and far right vs. middle right). This adverse effect is illustrated in Figure 7 (far
left and middle right) where adapted meshes have been generated while proposing point in the orthogonal direction
of the active edge. We clearly see the creation of isotropic elements. This is not the case with point placement aligned
with the metric as shown in Figure 7 (middle left and far right).

In the case of active edges aligned with the metric direction, we observe that the advancing-front type placement
creates obtuse angle if the largest triangle side proposes a point in the smallest size direction, see Figure 6 (bottom
left) and Figure 7 (middle left). However, nice angles are obtained if the smallest triangle side proposes a point, see
Figure 6 (top left). With the advancing-point placement and metric alignment, good angles are generally produced
and right angle shape elements are still preserved and quads can be produced, as shown in Figure 6 (top and bottom
right) and Figure 7 (far right).
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From the previous considerations, the adopted strategy is:

• Point insertion uses the advancing-point type placement.
• Point insertion follows the metric eigenvector direction to propose a new point.
• All geometric operations and quality functions are computed in Riemannian metric spaces.
• Metric field is defined on a background mesh and the log-Euclidean interpolation used to define the metric at

new points.

The point placement algorithm with metric alignment must be modified as there is not a single unique metric that can
be used for alignment and sizing. An iterative strategy is used wherein the metric at the starting point on the edge
is initially used to place the proposed point. The metric at the proposed point is then evaluated from the background
mesh. If it differs from the starting metric then the metric used for alignment and sizing is evaluated according to
Formula (5) with the starting and proposed point metrics. If this produces a distinct difference in the proposed point
location (as it does when the local metric field variation is large) then the metric is re-evaluated at the proposed point.
This can be iterated upon until convergence. Alternative strategies such as mid-point evaluation (between the starting
and proposed points) can also be used.

Fig. 5. If the active edge is not aligned with the metric direction, then orthogonal point placement produces a local loss of anisotropy for both
point placement strategies (far left and middle right). No loss of anisotropy is produced with point placement aligned with the metric (middle left
and far right).

Fig. 6. If the active edge is aligned with the metric direction, then good angles are obtained (top left, top right, and bottom right), except with
advancing-front when a triangle with an obtuse angle is created (bottom left).

Fig. 7. Illustration of the loss of anisotropy for a typical case using physical space alignment with the advancing-front placement (far left) and
advancing-point placement (middle right). With metric alignment, obtuse angles can still be created with the advancing-front placement (middle
left) and good angles are generally produced with advancing-point placement (far right).
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5. Numerical examples

Several 2D examples are presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed metric-aligned point placement
strategy for generating high-quality aligned anisotropic adapted meshes. For the presented results, the adapted meshes
shown are obtained directly from the aligned anisotropic AFLR method without final quality improvement. This
means that there is no edge collapse, smoothing or final mesh optimization. This better illustrates the effectiveness
of the point placement. Further improvement is expected with those operations included. In addition, for the quad
dominant meshes shown, no metric specific modifications have been incorporated and the merging of triangles can
clearly be improved upon in this respect. The original quad formation algorithm [19] used in the results presented here
is based on boundary/geometry driven alignment and in these cases we have metric-driven alignment. It also relies
heavily on quad based smoothing that is not used in the present cases. The final optimization and quad formation
algorithms were considered add-ons for the present work and while they will be added for production type usage, they
were not considered essential to the present effort which is focused on metric-aligned point placement.

For the results presented in this section, CPU usage for mesh generation with metric alignment is minimal and
of order 15 seconds or less on a MacBookPro laptop computer. No significant effort was put into optimization for
efficiency and the CPU time with further work is expected to decrease significantly.

5.1. Analytic metric fields

In this section, the metric is defined analytically, meaning that each time a new point is inserted its exact metric
value is evaluated. For these analytic examples, results using the metric-aligned advancing-front and advancing-point
placement strategies are shown to emphasized the issues relative to the chosen strategy as mentioned in Section 4.2.

Cross function. The first metric function considered represents two straight anisotropic features that intersect and
form a cross. The direction of these features is aligned with the unit square boundary geometry. The function is

Mcross(x, y) =

(
h−2

x 0
0 h−2

y

)
where

{
hx = min(2αx × hmin, hmax)
hy = min(2αy × hmin, hmax)

with hmin = 0.005, hmax = 0.1, αx = 20 × |x − 0.5| and αy = 20 × |y − 0.5|. Thus, the initial front of active edges at
the boundaries is perfectly aligned with the metric field and correspond to the smallest edge size. Thus, both AFLR
metric-aligned point placement strategies should act properly.

Indeed, the resulting adapted meshes are perfectly aligned in the anisotropic regions, see Figure 8. We also observe
that symmetry is preserved by both methods and the resulting adapted meshes are composed of only high-quality
elements. The resulting angle distribution in physical space is excellent and appropriate with respect to the chosen
point placement strategy as illustrated in Figure 8 (top right). In the quad dominant case, aligned anisotropic quads
appears naturally. The quality at the junction is somewhat abrupt as no optimization has been used.

Circle function. The second metric function represents a curved anisotropic feature having the shape of a quarter
circle. The domain is still a unit square. The analytical function reads:

Mcircle(x, y) =

(
h−2

1 cos2 θ + h−2
2 sin2 θ (h−2

1 − h−2
2 ) cos θ sin θ

(h−2
1 − h−2

2 ) cos θ sin θ h−2
1 sin2 θ + h−2

2 cos2 θ

)
where

{
h1 = min(0.002 × 5α, hmax)
h2 = min(0.05 × 2α, hmax)

with θ = arctan(x, y), hmax = 0.1, α = 10 ×
∣∣∣0.75 −

√
x2 + y2

∣∣∣.
The main difficulty of this example is to properly account for the change in direction of the metric field. We observe

that the resulting adapted meshes are largely aligned with the metric field, see Figure 9. We notice - as expected - that
the advancing-front placement creates large obtuse angle while the advancing-point placement preserves the right-
angle triangle shape for the elements. This is emphasized in the angle distribution in physical space histogram shown
in Figure 9 (top right) where the metric-aligned advancing-point placement achieved clearly a better distribution. In
particular, we observe that 24% of the angle are greater than 150 degrees for the advancing-front placement while it
drops to less than 2% for the advancing-point placement. In the quad dominant case, aligned anisotropic quads again
appears naturally. The quality of the quad dominant mesh can clearly be improved by optimization and accounting
for the metric alignment during quad formation.
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Cross AFLR Point AFLR Front AFLR Point AFLR Front

 0-10 650 639 9,84401029834924 %9,67741935483871 %

 10-20 376 391 5,69438134181433 %5,92155081023777 %

 20-30 411 342 6,22444343480236 %5,17946388005452 %

 30-40 471 371 7,13312130849614 %5,61865818567318 %

 40-50 428 503 6,48190216568227 %7,61774950779948 %

 50-60 540 470 8,17810086324398 %7,11797667726791 %

 60-70 526 1148 7,96607602604877 %17,3860366500076 %

 70-80 512 1391 7,75405118885355 %21,0661820384674 %

 80-90 2622 2120 39,709223080418 % 32,1066182038467 %

 90-100 48 28 0,72694229895502 %0,424049674390429 %

 100-110 10 11 0,151446312282296 %0,166590943510526 %

 110-120 6 0 0,0908677873693775 % 0 %

 120-130 1 2 0,0151446312282296 %0,0302892624564592 %

 130-140 1 2 0,0151446312282296 %0,0302892624564592 %

 140-150 1 1 0,0151446312282296 %0,0151446312282296 %

 150-160 0 0 0 % 0 %

 160-170 0 0 0 % 0 %

 170-180 0 0 0 % 0 %

6603 7419

0 %

10 %

20 %

30 %

40 %
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Fig. 8. Cross analytical metric. Adapted meshes generated with advancing-front placement (left), advancing-point placement (middle) and its
resulting quad dominant mesh (right). Top right, angle (in physical space) distribution histograms for the metric-aligned advancing-front placement
(in green) and for the metric-aligned advancing-point placement (in blue) approaches.

Circle AFLR Point AFLR Front AFLR Point AFLR Front

 0-10 2039 3550 30,5193833258494 %53,1357581200419 %

 10-20 154 535 2,30504415506661 %8,00778326597815 %

 20-30 54 150 0,808262236192187 %2,24517287831163 %

 30-40 144 186 2,15536596317917 %2,78401436910642 %

 40-50 238 228 3,56234096692112 %3,41266277503368 %

 50-60 277 257 4,14608591528214 %3,84672953150726 %

 60-70 265 307 3,96647208501721 %4,59512049094447 %

 70-80 190 147 2,8438856458614 % 2,2002694207454 %

 80-90 1749 270 26,1787157611136 % 4,04131118096093 %

 90-100 664 197 9,93863194132615 %2,94866038018261 %

 100-110 205 122 3,06840293369256 %1,82607394102679 %

 110-120 225 192 3,36775931746744 %2,87382128423889 %

 120-130 163 131 2,4397545277653 % 1,96078431372549 %

 130-140 152 160 2,27510851668912 %2,39485107019907 %

 140-150 45 128 0,673551863493489 %1,91588085615926 %

 150-160 34 226 0,508905852417303 %3,38272713665619 %

 160-170 64 849 0,957940428079629 %12,7076784912438 %

 170-180 19 516 0,28438856458614 %7,72339470139201 %
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Fig. 9. Circle analytical metric. Adapted meshes generated with advancing-front placement (left), advancing-point placement (middle) and its
resulting adapted quad dominant mesh (right). Top right, angle (in physical space) distribution histograms for the metric-aligned advancing-front
placement (in green) and for the metric-aligned advancing-point placement (in blue) approaches.
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5.2. Analytic functions defining a metric on the background mesh

In this section, the metric is computed numerically from a given analytical function linearly interpolated on a
background mesh. The metric is given by the absolute value of the Hessian of the function which corresponds to
control the interpolation error of the function in L∞-norm [2]. As the metric is defined on the background mesh:
each time a new point is inserted the metric is interpolated to get its value. For these two analytic examples, we now
compare results obtained with the metric-aligned advancing-point placement and a well-establish remeshing method
using Yams [9].

Diagonal function. The first function is a simple diagonal anisotropic feature. Unlike the purely analytical case, the
direction of this feature is not aligned with the unit square boundary. The function is

fdiag(x, y) = tanh (50 × (y − 0.2 x − 0.5)) .

Comparison between the resulting adapted meshes for this easy function clearly demonstrates the improvement in
quality obtained using alignment coupled with an metric-aligned advancing-point method, see Figure 10. With local
remeshing, the mesh is globally aligned with the metric field and globally respects the size field. Locally, elements
are almost aligned and almost of correct size. With metric-aligned advancing-point placement case, the mesh is better
aligned globally and locally. Two diagonal anisotropic bands are expected and observed. Moreover, all elements have
the same size in constant size regions. The mesh is quasi-structured resulting in a very-high quality quad dominant
adapted mesh. We observe no bias due to the metric interpolation on the background mesh. The angle (in physical
space) distribution histogram (for triangle meshes only), shown in Figure 10 (top right), highlights these comments
where only 1.5% of the angle are greater than 120 degrees for the advancing-point strategy while this percentage rises
to 29% for the local remeshing method, 18% being above 160 degrees.

We also notice that the local remeshing method generates a mesh with 45% more vertices for the same metric field
(517 vs 356). Two reasons explain this difference. First, when a right-angle triangle is create with the advancing-point

Diagonal AFLR Point Local Resmeshing AFLR Point Local Resmeshing

 0-10 382 833 20,7383279044517 %45,2225841476656 %

 10-20 48 214 2,60586319218241 %11,6178067318132 %

 20-30 24 141 1,30293159609121 %7,65472312703583 %

 30-40 43 115 2,33441910966341 %6,24321389793703 %

 40-50 237 153 12,8664495114007 %8,30618892508143 %

 50-60 67 196 3,63735070575461 %10,6406080347448 %

 60-70 53 171 2,87730727470141 %9,28338762214984 %

 70-80 381 171 20,6840390879479 %9,28338762214984 %

 80-90 191 97 10,3691639522258 %5,26601520086862 %

 90-100 327 115 17,7524429967427 %6,24321389793703 %

 100-110 47 37 2,55157437567861 %2,00868621064061 %

 110-120 14 33 0,760043431053203 %1,79153094462541 %

 120-130 9 30 0,488599348534202 %1,62866449511401 %

 130-140 7 43 0,380021715526602 %2,33441910966341 %

 140-150 2 47 0,1085776330076 % 2,55157437567861 %

 150-160 2 70 0,1085776330076 % 3,80021715526602 %

 160-170 8 164 0,434310532030402 %8,90336590662324 %

 170-180 0 178 0 % 9,66340933767644 %
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Fig. 10. Diagonal analytical function. Adapted meshes generated with local remeshing (left), advancing-point placement (middle) and its resulting
adapted quad dominant mesh (right). Top right, angle (in physical space) distribution histograms for the local remeshing (in green) and for the
metric-aligned advancing-point placement (in blue) approaches.
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placement it has generally two edges of length 1 and one edge of length
√

2. Second, as a better aligned quasi-
structured mesh is generated, it more optimally fills the space using less vertices. This leads to an average edge length
of 1.13 for the new approach against an average edge length of 0.89 with the local remeshing.

χ-shape function. The second function is more complicated and represent a χ-shape feature. It has higher anisotropy
than the previous examples and combines straight and curved features. The function reads:

fχ(x, y) = tanh (−100 × (y − 0.5 − 0.25 sin(2π x))) + tanh (100 × (y − x)) .

On this more complex function, the same conclusions as previously arise. A higher-quality mesh is clearly obtained
with the metric-aligned advancing-point placement in comparison to the local remeshing approach, see Figure 11.
With metric-aligned advancing-point placement a quasi-structured mesh is achieved in most regions which is empha-
sized by the quad-dominant mesh. The angle (in physical space) distribution is again improved (see Figure 11 (top
right)): 32% and 10% of the angle are greater than 120 and 160 degrees for the local remeshing method, respectively,
which has to be compared to 4.7% and 1.7% for the metric-aligned advancing-point strategy. The new method having
50% of the angles between 70 and 100 degrees.

Tableau 1

Chi Function AFLR Local 
Remeshing

AFLR Local 
Remeshing

 0-10 5084 7370 20,064724919093929,0867471781514

 10-20 2564 6120 10,119188570526524,1534454179493

 20-30 835 3903 3,2954455758149815,4037414160549

 30-40 653 2667 2,5771568395295610,5256926355671

 40-50 735 2187 2,900781434998828,63130475964954

 50-60 545 2241 2,15091956744818,84442339569027

 60-70 662 1763 2,612676612203026,957928802589 

 70-80 1943 1348 7,668324256058095,32007261820191

 80-90 8798 1183 34,72255110900624,66887678585524

 90-100 1997 1211 7,881442892098824,77938274528376

 100-110 175 1058 0,690662246428294,17554660983503

 110-120 148 1034 0,5841029284079254,08082721603915

 120-130 145 1245 0,572263004183444,91356855316126

 130-140 199 1252 0,7853816402241694,94119504301839

 140-150 216 1496 0,8524745441629175,90417554660984

 150-160 207 1597 0,8169547714894626,30278632883416

 160-170 278 1784 1,097166311468947,04080827216039

 170-180 154 723 0,6077827768568952,85342173810088
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Fig. 11. Chi-shape analytical function. Adapted meshes generated with local remeshing (left), metric-aligned advancing-point placement (middle)
and its resulting adapted quad dominant mesh (right). Top right, angle (in physical space) distribution histograms for the local remeshing (in
green) and for the metric-aligned advancing-point placement (in blue) approaches.
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Again in this case, the local remeshing method has generated a mesh containing 57% more vertices for the same
metric field (6 793 vs 4 312) for the same reasons stated above. This leads to an average edge length of 1.21 for the
new approach against an average edge length of 0.93 with the local remeshing.

5.3. CFD examples

Three CFD simulations have been run to compare a classic local remeshing approach using Yams [9] and the new
metric-aligned advancing-point method proposed in this paper. In these cases the same non-adapted mesh is used as
the starting point and the metric field is obtained from a corresponding CFD simulation in a classical solution-adapted
mesh/solution manner.

Supersonic scramjet. The first CFD example is an internal steady flow representing a Scramjet engine configuration
at Mach 3. This simulation is representative of compressible problems involving highly anisotropic phenomena with
several strong shocks. Multi-scale anisotropic mesh adaptation is used during the simulation to control the interpola-
tion error of the density flow variable in the L2-norm [15]. Results are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

Supersonic NACA0012. The second simulation is a steady external flow around a NACA0012 at Mach 1.4 with an
angle of attack equal to 0◦ where the bottom part of the domain represents the ground. In this simulation, a strong
bow shock appears in front of the airfoil and is reflected by the ground. Goal-oriented anisotropic mesh adaptation
is used during the simulation to control the error of the pressure signature on the ground [17]. Results are shown in
Figures 15 and 16.

Shock-bubble interaction. The third simulation is from an unsteady supersonic straight shock wave impacting a
bubble region of low density. When the shock wave interacts with the bubble, its shape is curved and vortices are
created inside its wake. Time-dependent multi-scale anisotropic mesh adaptation is used during the simulation to
control the interpolation error of the density flow variable in the L2-norm [5]. A single point in time is shown in the
results. Results are shown in Figures 17 and 18.

Comments. Similar to the analytical cases, we observe that the new metric-aligned advancing-point method ends up
with higher quality anisotropic adapted meshes in comparison to classical remeshing. Good alignment of the elements
is obtained even for these cases with a complex widely varying metric field generated from differing error estimates

Table 1. Adapted mesh number of vertices for the CFD examples.

CFD cases Metric-aligned advancing-point Local remeshing

Supersonic scramjet 6 354 9 216
Supersonic NACA0012 5 274 7 257
Shock-bubble interaction 13 674 18 241

Scramjet AFLR Local Remeshing AFLR Local Resmeshing

 0-10 4921 8680 13,6172450052576 %24,0190381316066 %

 10-20 3376 6238 9,34196690464331 %17,2616082793735 %

 20-30 2498 4983 6,91239138856605 %13,7888095633405 %

 30-40 1993 4498 5,51497039127788 %12,4467319718855 %

 40-50 2042 3930 5,65056173556921 %10,8749792462228 %

 50-60 1605 3554 4,4413083181139 % 9,83452321655875 %

 60-70 1802 3045 4,98644086557087 %8,42603353810394 %

 70-80 3056 2603 8,45647241131219 %7,20294426919033 %

 80-90 9933 2104 27,4863025070563 %5,82212629365211 %

 90-100 2034 1738 5,62842437323593 %4,80934196690464 %

 100-110 574 1586 1,5883557474127 % 4,38873208257236 %

 110-120 428 1413 1,18434888483037 %3,91001162211522 %

 120-130 350 1339 0,968509602080912 %3,7052410205324 %

 130-140 346 1346 0,957440920914273 %3,72461121257402 %

 140-150 352 1413 0,974043942664232 %3,91001162211522 %

 150-160 348 1778 0,962975261497593 %4,92002877857103 %

 160-170 320 2403 0,88549449333112 %6,64951021085838 %

 170-180 160 653 0,44274724666556 %1,80696220045382 %
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Naca AFLR Local Remeshing AFLR Local Resmeshing

 0-10 3339 4985 10,7723577235772 %16,082720351013 %

 10-20 2543 3618 8,20428442379662 %11,6724738675958 %

 20-30 2456 3137 7,92360304555426 %10,1206607304168 %

 30-40 2017 3928 6,50729126338882 %12,6726029165054 %

 40-50 1710 4540 5,51684088269454 %14,6470512324171 %

 50-60 1614 4606 5,20712349980643 %14,8599819331527 %

 60-70 1885 4136 6,08142986191767 %13,3436572460963 %

 70-80 3420 3095 11,0336817653891 %9,98515937540328 %

 80-90 8333 2167 26,884114079236 % 6,9912246741515 %

 90-100 1946 1525 6,27822944896116 %4,91998967608724 %

 100-110 452 1121 1,45825267776487 %3,61659568976642 %

 110-120 262 822 0,84527035746548 %2,65195509097948 %

 120-130 182 766 0,587172538392051 %2,47128661762808 %

 130-140 195 775 0,629113433991483 %2,50032262227384 %

 140-150 172 805 0,554910311007872 %2,59710930442638 %

 150-160 186 1185 0,600077429345722 %3,82307394502516 %

 160-170 187 1370 0,60330365208414 %4,41992515163247 %

 170-180 97 268 0,312943605626532 %0,864627693895987 %
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Shock Bubble AFLR Local Remeshing AFLR Local Resmeshing

 0-10 5981 7206 7,95557329076882 %9,58499600957702 %

 10-20 10468 15930 13,9239159350891 %21,1891460494812 %

 20-30 5608 11917 7,45943069965416 %15,8512902367651 %

 30-40 3110 9242 4,13673849428039 %12,293163075286 %

 40-50 2610 7467 3,47166799680766 %9,93216280925778 %

 50-60 2586 6862 3,43974461292897 %9,12742750731578 %

 60-70 3965 5660 5,27400904495877 %7,52859803139133 %

 70-80 10800 4975 14,365522745411 % 6,61745144985368 %

 80-90 21330 4507 28,3719074221868 %5,99494546421921 %

 90-100 5326 3929 7,08433093907954 %5,22612396914073 %

 100-110 966 3602 1,28491620111732 % 4,79116786379356 %

 110-120 770 3584 1,02420856610801 %4,76722532588454 %

 120-130 570 3476 0,758180367118915 %4,62357009843043 %

 130-140 412 3601 0,548018089917531 %4,78983772279862 %

 140-150 318 3300 0,422984836392658 %4,38946528332003 %

 150-160 196 2897 0,260707635009311 %3,85341846235701 %

 160-170 144 1283 0,191540303272147 %1,70657089651503 %

 170-180 20 39 0,0266028198989093 %0,0518754988028731 %
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Fig. 12. Angle distribution histograms for the three CFD simulations for the local remeshing (in green) and for the metric-aligned advancing-point
placement (in blue) approaches.
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applied to a numerical CFD solution. Quasi-structured adapted meshes are readily obtained for these more complex
features. This is again emphasized by the angle (in physical space) distribution histograms for each case shown in
Figure 12. The number of angles greater than 120 degrees is considerably reduced by the new approach while a pick is
obtained around 90 degrees as expected. The resulting meshes size, see Table 1, is again smaller with the new method
for the same prescribed level of error for the reasons stated in Section 5.2. The local remeshing method generates
approximately 50% more vertices in each case.

6. Conclusion

A new metric-aligned advancing-point placement strategy has been implemented in a metric-based anisotropic
mesh generation procedure and results have been presented. The approach uses an advancing-point type point place-
ment that aligns the elements with the underlying metric field. It is based on a well-proven methodology and adds
novel point-placement strategies that produce solution-adapted anisotropic meshes that are optimal in size and align-
ment with the solution gradients upon which the metric field is based. The overall methodology was implemented in
a 2D process that is be extendable to 3D. Results were presented for several examples, including analytical cases and
actual CFD simulations. These results demonstrate that aligned high-quality anisotropic meshes that are more optimal
for the solution process can be reliably generated.

Fig. 13. Supersonic scramjet simulation. Adapted meshes generated and solutions obtained with local remeshing (left) and metric-aligned
advancing-point placement (right).

Fig. 14. Supersonic scramjet simulation. Close-up view of the adapted meshes generated with local remeshing (far left and middle left) and
metric-aligned advancing-point placement (middle right and far right).
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The 2D implementation presented is an initial version and subsequent work is needed to finalize the methodology
for production usage. Additional work required includes improving mesh alignment and quality using smoothing
during final mesh quality improvement. In addition, incorporating metric alignment into the quad element formation
and smoothing algorithm is needed to improve quad mesh generation

The 2D work presented is fully extendable to 3D. An initial 3D implementation of metic-aligned point placement
using a local remesher, Feflo.a, with a cavity-operator and a version of point placement that is similar in concept
to advancing-point is presented in [14]. The easiest direct extension is to 3D surface meshing (required of any 3D
process). The surface version of the current methodology is largely based on the 2D algorithm [19] and the primary
changes needed are intersection of the 3D metric with the local surface geometry during point placement along with
a variation of the advancing-point placement strategy to account for the 3D surface. For 3D volume mesh generation
the metric-based approach has already been implemented without alignment using a non-aligned advancing-front

Fig. 15. Supersonic NACA0012 simulation. Adapted meshes generated and solutions obtained with local remeshing (left) and metric-aligned
advancing-point placement (right).

Fig. 16. Supersonic NACA0012 simulation. Close-up view of the adapted meshes generated with local remeshing (far left and middle left) and
metric-aligned advancing-point placement (middle right and far right).
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type point placement [20]. The aligned version of the advancing-point placement strategy as presented is directly
extendable to 3D. Where considerable work will be required is any subsequent non-tetrahedral element formation as
in hex-element generation. Non-trivial issues remain with generalized transition from hex to tetrahedral elements with
transition via pyramids or split-quad-faces (solver dependent applicability). In addition, sliver elements can create
bottlenecks to pseudo-structured elements in a generalized approach without considerable control. Established work
and experience over several years with pseudo-structured boundary layer (BL) generation [19] provides confidence
that these obstacles can be overcome. The potential benefits and payoff in 3D of an aligned metric-based anisotropic
approach are significant and also would enable creation of a single unified approach to BL and field mesh generation.

Fig. 17. Shock-bubble interaction simulation. Adapted meshes generated and solutions obtained with local remeshing (left) and metric-aligned
advancing-point placement (right).

Fig. 18. Shock-bubble interaction simulation. Close-up view of the adapted meshes generated with local remeshing (far left and middle left) and
metric-aligned advancing-point placement (middle right and far right).
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